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DOMETIC NAUTICAL AIR
CONDITIONING MCS T16 

        

   

Product price:  

3.650,00 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

DOMETIC MCS T16 NAUTICAL CONDITIONER 

The DOMETIC MCS T16 is a nautical air conditioner with heat pump and suitable for use on
boats. Hot air, cold air and dehumidification in one elegant unit, small in size and easy to install.
The DOMETIC MCS T16 nautical air conditioner makes the perfect climate aboard yachts and
small boats!

The new DOMETIC MCS T16  uses the award-winning DTU unit for quick, easy and versatile
installation. Inclined fan for custom mounting and composite sump with quick couplings and high
quality anti-vibration insulation for quiet operation - the DOMETIC MCS T16 offers true OEM
quality in one kit. All components and mounting materials are included. The three available
capacities, all with R-410A refrigerant, allow the systems to operate efficiently, providing air
conditioning comfort to cabins of various sizes or designs.

Through an easy-to-use control panel, this ultra-compact unit creates the ideal climate on board
with six fan speeds and an additional automatic setting. Supplied with all the fixings and fittings,
the DOMETIC MCS T16 nautical air conditioner is quick to assemble and creates a ''home''
atmosphere with great simplicity.

TECHNICAL FEATURES DOMETIC MCS T16

Frequency: 50 Hz
Voltage: 230 V
Cooling capacity: 4689.14 W
Power consumption - Cooling mode: 1320 W
Length: 338 mm
Width: 544 mm
Height: 341 mm
Weight: 26.5 Kg
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Looking for a product with different technical characteristics? Here you can find the area
dedicated to nautical air conditioners DOMETIC or other specialized brands.

Images and technical data are not binding.
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Product features:  

Frequency (Hz): 50
Voltage (V): 230
Refrigerating yield: 16000 BTU / 4.7 KW
Inlet power, refrigerating (KW): 1.32
Length (mm): 338
Width (mm): 544
Height (mm): 341
Product type: Air conditioner
Coolant: R410A
Weight (Kg): 26.5
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